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地址 GUNJ Glass Works Ltd. 
ALI Glass Industries(Pvt.) Ltd. 
Grand Trunk Road 
Hasanabdal 
Punjab 43720

国家 巴基斯坦

产品/机械
We are the largest Sheet and Safety glass producers in the country with production capacity of 200 tons per day of glass manufacturing and 48,000
Sqft/day of glass tempering.

We are also producing patterned glass using a state of the art rolled glass process.

Offering varying levels of opaqueness, our collection of designs are ideal for interior and exterior construction use where light transmission is desired
along with privacy.

Tableware line producing

Glass Bowls
Tea Cups & Mugs
Glass Plates
Gift Items
Goblets
Glass Tumblers

 

Our Products:

Lacquered Glass
Figured Glass
Clear Sheet & Semi-Float Glass
Tempered Solar & High Performance Low-E Glass
Tempered Float Glass
Tempered Bend Glass
Energy Saving Double Glazed Glass
Auto Glass
Glassware Articles
Glass Tumblers
Glass Cups
Glass Mugs
Glass Bowls
Glass Plates
Glass Dishes

Basic glass has to be further processed to make it a more useful and high performance product to withstand high wind pressures, increase safety,
solar screening, ultraviolet filtration, sound absorption, energy efficiency & fire resistance and most of all, provide pleasant interiors and impressive
exteriors to perform and to look good. Tempered Glass is made by processes, which create internal stresses, which give the glass strength. It will
usually shatter into small fragments instead of sharp pieces when broken, making it less likely to cause severe injury.

At Gunj Glass we offer a one window solution to our architectural customers to translate their dreams into reality.

Size Available:

Max Flat Tempered Glass: 96" x  204" 
Max Bend Tempered Glass: 96" x  98" 
Max Insulated Glass: 91" x  137"
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Company Profile of GUNJ Glass Works Ltd.

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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